
Perdue

1072461642 - Pd Ty Sau 1 Oz
Meet consumer demand for free-from additives by serving turkey raised with NO Antibiotics Ever and on a 100%
vegetarian diet with no animal by-products.  Ready to cook, sage based mild flavored ground whole muscle
turkey sausage formed into 1.0 oz links. Healthy, lower fat alternative to pork sausage. Layer packed frozen for ...
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INGREDIENTS:
TURKEY,WATER,SALT,DEXTROSE,
SPICES,SUGAR,BHT,CITRIC ACID.
EDIBLE BEEF CASING.

Free From:

Keep Frozen

A great side item for any breakfast entree.
Or, serve as a breakfast sandwich on a
bagel with egg, bacon, or ham. Serve with
any breakfast meal application where you
would normally serve pork sausage.

Cook from frozen state on medium heat, turning
to cook evenly on both sides. Cook until done
(not pink in center). If links begin to stick due to
their fat content, add a small amount of cooking
oil.  Recommended cooking instructions only.
Actual times and temperature may vary. All
poultry products should be cooked to an
internal temperature of 170 degrees F.

Perdue Perdue Farms Inc.
Turkey, Further

Processed, Other

50103 1072461642 10072745501033 1 1/10 lbs

11.5 lb 10 lb USA No

15.38 in 10.63 in 4.75 in 0.45 ft3 10x14
270

DAYS
0°F / 0°F
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